Ornamental Ponds
#1 Seller!!! Our Mock 4 in 1 Formula is a beneficial bacteria designed to colonize when the water
temperatures are above 65 degrees. It will aid in balancing your ecosystem and keeping water
clear, free of odors, and it aids in the digestion of organic muck. Available in 16 and 32 ounce and
gallon bottles.

Mock Cold Water Formula decreases decomposition of leaves and other organic matter in colder
water temperatures (under 65 degrees) and jump starts your eco-system in the spring. It is the cold
water version of our Mock 4 in 1 Formula. Available in 16 and 32 ounce and gallon bottles.

Mock Clarifying Formula quickly clears murky, cloudy water by containing polymers that force tiny
particles (silt and algae) to clump together, settle to the bottom, and are easily filtered. Available in
16 or 32 ounce and gallon bottles (special order only).

Mock Detoxifying Formula removes chlorine, chloamine, and reduces nitrate build-up. "But what
does that even mean?!"…you ask. You want your fish to have a healthy slime coat and gills. This
product removes the chemicals found in tap and/or well water. So basically, if you have fish...use
this as directed. Available in 16 and 32 ounce and gallon bottles (by special order only).
Mock Sludge Digester breaks down dead organic matter (brown or black sludge). If you have lots of
organic debris (leaves and fish waste) that accumulates over the fall and winter, it can crush your
dreams of a crystal clear pond! Use this in the spring to clear the water if you are not doing a full
water change. For maintenance, use weekly with Mock 4 in 1 Formula for a crystal clear pond all
season. Available in 16 and 32 ounce and gallon bottles.
Mock Fish Food is a high protein summer staple food for koi and goldfish, and will help your fish
grow during the warm summer months. When your water temperatures drop to 65 degrees in the
fall, you will need to switch your fish over to a cold water food until temperatures drop to 55, at
which time you stop feeding. In the spring, when temperatures reach 55, begin feeding a cold water
food until 65 degrees, then switch back to Mock Fish Food.
Mock Pond Salt is for keeping a healthy "slime coat" on your fish, protecting them from illness and
parasites. This is a great first step in treating the fish for stress when moved or transported.
Caution: when using this product, take care not to place salt pellets directly on the roots or leaves
of any plants. This product will damage plants if care is not taken upon application. This is available
in 4lb. or 8lb containers, treating 800-1600 gallons. See a sales associate for more information.
Mock Rock N Clean is a natural solution to string algae and is safe for fish and plants. This product
is granular, and is best used when your water is still. So, unplug your pump or turn it off. Apply
Mock Rock N Clean to any rocks where you see green string algae. Let product sit for a minimum of
20 minutes (we recommend an hour or more), then simply turn your pump back on and algae will
disappear. PLEASE NOTE: Your pond will hav a foam on the surface after application. THIS IS
NORMAL and should subside in 12-18 hours. This product should be used sparingly (less is more)
and no more often than every 3 days.

